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Background

• Prediction is a distinctive characteristic of  episodic 

memory, and when a prediction is violated through 

surprise, encoding is strengthened 1 

• A surprising event (prediction error) can 

destabilize a memory and make it vulnerable to 

change 2

• Knowing the outcome of  a story, decreases 

suspense of  story content 3

• When a story contains a surprising event, memory 

recollection for preceding events will be better than 

when it contains no surprise 3

Prediction
Memory for the content of  a complex narrative will be reduced when the outcome of  a surprising event is 

given, since the prediction error will be removed.

Methods and Materials

Participants: 65 participants, mean age = 35 years 

old

Stimuli

• One audio recording of  a story that described an 

event with a surprising detail (a butler poisoned 

the wine that was served to  a Lord, the Lord 

died from the poisoned wine)

• Participants received one of  two stories which 

differed only by their titles:

• Version A (surprise): Title with no outcome 

(“The Story of  Lord Higginbotham”) + Story

• Version B (no surprise): Title with outcome 

(“The Story of  Lord Higginbotham, who died 

by poison”) + Story

Recognition Questions

• 36 statements about the details of  the story (2 

for each sentence of  the  story except the 

surprising detail and the outcome)

• Half  were presented as true and half  as false;

Experimental Design Results
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Discussion and Conclusions

A linear mixed model test was conducted for the effects of  condition (version) 

and knowing the outcome of  the story (based on if  the participant  remembered 

the title of  the story at the end) on memory accuracy (number of  correct 

responses).  
Figure 1. Effects of condition (Version A vs. 

Version B) on memory accuracy

Figure 2. Effects of knowing the title of the story 

on memory accuracy for the two test conditions

*Outcome_Known - the participant included the outcome of the 
story when asked to remember the title

**Condition A – Version A; Condition B – Version B

There was no significant 

difference between memory 

accuracy for participants 

given Version A (surprise) and 

Version B (no surprise).

Main effect of  condition (Version A 

vs. Version B): F(1,61)= 2.51, 

p=0.118
There was a significant 

interaction effect between 

condition and knowing the 

title of  the story on memory 

accuracy. Unexpectedly, 

memory accuracy was 

reduced, specifically when 

participants recalled the 

outcome within Version B (no 

surprise).

Main interaction effect: F(1,61)= 

4.58, p=0.036
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• The manipulation of  the title did not provide evidence that memory for the content of  a complex narrative will be reduced 

when the outcome of  a suspenseful action is known

• Based on Fig.2, knowing the outcome in a no surprise condition seemed to have reduced memory accuracy which provides 

that our manipulation may not have accurately addressed our question

• Future research could alter this manipulation or use a stronger manipulation, such as within story changes, for testing effects 

of   prediction errors on memory recollection


